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Adaptation of Transportation Systems to Climate Change
Already an Extensive Literature
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Strong Dutch presence at the Symposium: for good reason…
(highways for evacuation)

(flood risk from sea)

(flood risk from rivers)
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Essence of Climate Change Adaptation in the Transportation Sector

Where do you draw the boundary around the wider
socio-economic consequencies?
EU EWENT project estimated cost of extreme weather on
the transport system of the EU 27 in 2010: €15.5-21.5 bn

Analysing and planning for extreme weather event is inherently difficult
• By definition, extreme events occur rarely; frequency based on historical records
• Rare occurrence makes datasets small and sparse
• Extremes are hard to measure -instrumentation often performs poorly under extreme conditions
• Processes that generate extremes are highly complex and difficult to model.
Jennifer Jacobs.

5 dimensions of extreme weather
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Source: IPCC SREX (2011)

Translating Climate Science Data into Useful Information for Transport Planning
Geographical downscaling of climate data

Incorporating downscaled climate data into
transport engineering models

Cornell University
EU Rain project

Relaxing ‘stationarity’ assumptions
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Risk Assessments, Stress Tests and Benefit-Cost Analyses (BCA)
Integrating climate risk
assessment into the management
of transportation assets

New BCA methodologies with riskadjusted discounted rates and lifecycle costing of transport assets
Determining the ‘right’ level of
transportation resilience
Measuring and benchmarking the
relative cost-effectiveness of an
extended range of adaptation options
Analysing the inter-relationship between mitigation and
adaptation measures in the transportation sector:
How can we minimise the carbon intensity of infrastructural
‘climate proofing’?

Stress testing to determine
vulnerability of transport
infrastructure and services

Are some mitigation and adaptation measures in conflict?
Modal shift from road to rail and canal networks
- with higher risk of weather-related disruption?

Measuring ‘adaptive capacity’ of
transport users as well as the
infrastructure.

Powering transport with low carbon electricity
- increased dependence on electrical infrastructure?
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Developing Holistic Resilience Strategies
across critical infrastructures

across transport modes

across disciplines
Climate science
Civil engineering
Transport planning
Economics
Logistics
Behavourial sciences

infrastructural interconnections cause
propogation of disruptive effects

Insurance

modal substitution as a
resilience option

across stakeholders

across jurisdictions

not simply an infrastructural responsibility

effects of extreme weather and
response mechanisms cross
political boundaries

sharing of information, risks and costs
with service providers and users
need new communication strategies and
support tools to facilitate multi-agency
and multi-level co-ordination

presents particular challenges in
the EU, e.g. for the aviation sector

Aiming for system-level
resilience - but how do
we define the system?
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Impact of Technology
Technology in support of
adaptation and resilience

Transport technologies creating new
adaptation challenges

smart materials: e.g. self-healing concrete

big data / IoT

new sensors

social media
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Some fertile areas for future research
Integration of climate data more effectively into transportation planning models.

Deployment of latest thinking on risk analysis, decision science and organizational learning.
Upgrading of ‘sense-and-response’ capabilities to manage the transportation system more
effectively during extreme weather events and to accelerate recovery times.
Improving our understanding of the behavioral responses of transport users (both personal
and corporate) during weather-related disruptions and how they can be modified.
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